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ABSTRACT

Internet provides immense potential to learn, indulge and implement several aspects of knowledge related activities for professionals and general enthusiasts alike. Emergence of social medial platforms, in the current scenario, has exponentially increased the reach of the data and thus its potential impact. WhatsApp is one of the leading media platforms to share views and news to a connected group and is widely used for its simple interface and ease of application. Its varied usage has benefitted biomedical and healthcare settings as well. We hereby describe feasibility of its use in home monitoring of brace application in a case of clubfoot by collaborating with parents. This turns out to be an exciting tool for this purpose in selected cases.
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INTRODUCTION

Internet has affected our life in enormous manner and has impacted the world with its power to be of some use to everyone. It has provided us with wealth of knowledge in every arena of human endeavor including the healthcare and medical field. Any information regarding the medical fact or claim can be confirmed through the internet for its validity or the internet can be harnessed for continuous professional development through online learning materials and courses. The emergence of newer technological breakthroughs like artificial intelligence (AI) are bound to transform healthcare field in coming future and will not only affect personalized care but also affect how well a manuscript is kept plagiarism free among many other things. The WhatsApp is a preferred platform to share the views and other materials through internet and is simple, effective and gaining a huge user base by each passing year. It has been used for various purposes by healthcare researchers from patient interaction to record keeping. Its use can also be extended to simple day-to-day practice like reducing patient visits by providing effective methods of distant surveillances.

CASE REPORT

A 4 months old male child was brought to us with congenital bilateral foot deformity and was diagnosed with bilateral idiopathic clubfoot. He was managed by corrective weekly casting as per the Ponseti protocol that is standard practice currently. The method requires serial manipulation and casting in a specific sequence to achieve corrected cavus, varus and adduction elements of the deformity. The equinus, that is last deformity to be corrected, was managed by percutaneous Achilles tendon tenotomy followed by final plaster. After 3 weeks of final plaster, the plaster was removed to prescribe foot abduction braces (FAB) with proper demonstration of its application and protocol well explained to parents. The compliance and correctness of application of braces is monitored in initial months by follow up. The regular follow up visits are required to check fitness of brace for...
any wear, possibility of change and proper compliance. In order to decrease the number of follow up visits to reduce financial and man-hour loss a feasibility study was done on one case after proper informed consent of parents and after ensuring their capability to capture good images and send it through WhatsApp. Proper demonstration of technique and angles of images to be taken were explained with one satisfactory demonstration given by parents themselves. Thrice a week fresh images of brace applied with attention to overall fitting and status of heel well seated inside brace when observed through the inspection hole of the brace was ensured. The method helped reduce six number of visits in two years and once initial improper fit on WhatsApp image the parents were called and retrained followed by uneventful follow up later on (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: The WhatsApp image showing improper application and fitting of clubfoot brace by parents as the heel of the foot is not fitted well inside brace. The parents were called for visit for retraining and then proper application was checked regularly on WhatsApp.](image)

**DISCUSSION**

WhatsApp has been used extensively in healthcare to communicate between provider groups or between patient and doctor or for learning purposes. It is simple, relatively inexpensive method of communication with text, video or online chats. It is relatively safe also owing to encryption across systems. However, there is need for better patient confidentiality, consent, data protection and security provisions along with many disadvantages. Opinion regarding fracture pattern has been shown to be facilitated by mobile apps in a study on orthopedics. Its use in monitoring is still underreported. Home management of pin tract care has shown promising results when monitored by WhatsApp in one previous report. The data is limited to few reports and small scale studies and information regarding its efficacy and long term results require high quality research. The technique in our case can be useful in selected cases only with dedicated, educated and tech savvy parents. There is limitation that even after proper utmost care, only one to one interaction is good in these settings as sharing data on groups even intra-disciplinary may risk data breach. All the aspects of proper data handling proficiency should be ensured before initiating this method in routine manner.
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